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　　Abstract　　The kinetic model for a ternary system is introduced based on the microscopic dif fusion form of the phase-field equations

for a binary alloy.The equat ion is solved in the reciprocal space.This model is used to investigate the early precipitat ion process of Ni75-
Al10V 15 by simulating the atomic pictures of the tw o ordered phases and calculating the order parameters of γ′(Ni3Al)phase.Simulation

result s show that the γ′ordered phases precipitate from the disordered matrix by a non-classical nucleation mechanism , and the nonstoi-
chiomet ric γ′ordered phase appears fi rst and then t ransform s into the stoichiomet ric one.Clusters of V atoms appear at the γ′phase

boundaries follow ed by the form ation of the nonstoichiomet ric θordered phase.The farther the locat ion f rom γ′phase boundary is , the

low er the order deg ree of θphase is.There exist tw o kinds of DO 22 ordered dom ains:a horizontal one and a vertical one , related to their
adjacent γ′phase boundaries.T he model could describe the atomic ordering and com position clustering simultaneously , and any a p riori

assumpt ion about the new phase st ructu re and precipitation mechanism etc.is unnecessary.

　　Keywords:　early precipi tation process , computer simulation , Ni75Al10V15 alloy.

　　Since the study of the microstructure formation

in alloy is one of the most important research subjects

in the materials science , a g reat deal of experimental
w ork has been carried out.However , the theoretical

study of the inevitability of microst ructure formation

has hardly been conducted , because the microst ruc-
ture is diversified for each alloy[ 1] .Recent ly , the

non-linear dynamics of pat tern formation has remark-
ably developed on the basis of computational investi-
gation , and four methods have mainly been used , i.
e.(1)Monte-Carlo model , (2)molecular dynamics ,
(3)master equation and(4)phase-f ield model[ 2] .

The phase-field method has recently emerged as

a pow erful computational approach to modeling and

predicting mesoscale morphological and microst ruc-
ture evolution in materials.In this paper , the micro-
scopic dif fuse form of the phase-field equation for a

binary system is extended to a ternary system.With

the fast Fourier transform and project ion relationship ,
the 3D non-linear partial derivative equation in the re-
al space is transformed to a 2D linear constant deriva-
tive equation in the reciprocal space.So , the calcula-
tion wo rk has been decreased dramatically .This mod-
el does not need any a prio ri assumption about the

new phase microstructure and precipitation mecha-
nism , and does not define or separate the precipitation

process.It can simultaneously describe atomic order-
ing and composi tion clustering so as to present a theo-
retical basis for designing aging procedures on atomic

scale.

1　Phase-field model for precipitation kinet-
ics

It describes a microstructure using a set of con-
served and nonconserved field variables that are con-
tinuous across the interfacial regions

[ 3]
.For a binary

alloy , the composition and structural differences be-
tw een the two phases are described by a conserved

field variable c(r)and a non-conserved field η(r)
variable

[ 4 ～ 6]
.The evolution of field variables can be

obtained by solving the following Cahn-Hilliard and

Allen-Cahn equations[ 6] :
 c(r , t)
 t
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;　p =1 , 2 ,3… ,

(1b)
where M and L are related to the solute atom mobili-
ty , and p stands for structural order parameters of

different orientat ions.

Since our work does not concern the change in



lat tice structure , Eq.(1a)can describe the isost ruc-
tural t ransformation and (1b)becomes unnecessary

here.Fo r a binary substituted alloy , the microscopic
discrete latt ice form of(1a)is given by

[ 7]
:

dP(r , t)
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=
C0(1-C0)
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r′
L(r -r′)

 F
 P(r , t)

,

(2)
where the function P(r , t)characterizes a single site
occupation probability on the site r at time t , which
describes the mo rphology of precipitate;L(r-r′)is
a constant matrix related to probabilities of elemen-
tary dif fusion jumps from lat tice r to r′;T the abso-
lute temperature;k B the Boltzmann' s constant;C0

the average alloy composition;and F the to tal f ree

energy of the system.

For a ternary system , the atomic configurations
and the phase morphologies are described by the sin-
g le-site occupation probabili ty functions PA(r , t),
P B(r , t)and P C(r , t), which represent the proba-
bilities of f inding an A ,B and C at a given lattice site

r at a given t ime t.Since PA(r , t)+PB(r , t)+
P C(r , t)=1 , only two equations are independent at

each lat tice site.Assuming the independent variables

are P A(r , t)and PB(r , t), we can w rite the micro-
scopic diffusion equations fo r a ternary system as

dP A(r , t)
dt =

1
k BT ∑r′ LAA(r -r′)

 F
 PA(r′, t)

　　+LAB(r -r′)
 F

 PB(r′, t)

dP B(r , t)
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=
1
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 F
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,

(3)

where Lαβ(r-r′)are the exchange probabilities be-
tween a pair of atoms αand β at lat tice si tes r and r′
per unit time , α, β=A ,B ,C.

In the single-si te approximation , the non-equi-
librium free energy F for a ternary system is given

by[ 8 ,9]

F =-
1
2 ∑r ∑r′ [ V AB(r -r′)PA(r)PB(r′)

+V BC(r -r′)P B(r)P C(r′)
+VAC(r -r′)PA(r)PC(r′)]

+kB T∑
r

[ PA(r)ln(PA(r))

+PB(r)ln(P B(r))
+PC(r)ln(P C(r))] . (4)

And

V AB(r -r′)=WAA(r -r′)+W BB(r -r′)
-2WAB(r -r′),

VBC(r -r′)=W BB(r -r′)+W CC(r -r′)
-2W BC(r -r′),

VAC(r -r′)=WAA(r -r′)+W CC(r -r′)
-2WAC(r -r′), (5)

in w hich Wαβ(r-r′)are the pairwise interact ion en-
ergies between a pai r of atoms αand β at lattice sites
r and r′.Here a fourth-neighbor interaction model is

employed.

Substi tut ing the expression (4)into (3), using
the 2D and 3D projection relationships , Fourier trans-
forming both sides of Eq.(3), then the precipitat ion

kinet ic equation for a ternary alloy system in the re-
ciprocal space is obtained.It is convenient and even

computationally advantageous to solve the kinetic e-
quations in the reciprocal space.The Euler method is

used to solve the equations , and then the inverse

Fourier t ransformation is carried out;f inally the rela-
tionships betw een occupation probability and time are

obtained[ 10] .

2　Simulation results and discussion

The alloy system simulated is Ni75Al10V15 aged

at 1046.5K.I ts atomic configuration and multiphase

morphologies are represented by a gray scale picture

on which the black indicates 1 and the w hite 0.All
the intermediate values are represented by dif ferent

shades of gray.

Kinetic equation (3)is deterministic and hence

cannot describe processes that require thermal fluctua-
tions.Therefo re , a random noise term sat isfying the

f luctuation-dissipation theory is int roduced to promote

nucleation.In this paper , the time steps added noise

terms are 500.

A 2D simulation is performed in a square lat tice

consisting of 64×64 unit cells , and periodic boundary
conditions are applied.

2.1　Precipitation mechanism of γ′phase

The equilibrium L12 ordered st ructure diagram ,
its projection on [ 001] and its nonstoichiometric

one' s projection on [ 001] are show n in Fig.1 (a ～
c).The circle' s gray level represents the occupat ion

probability of Al atom , the w hi te is 0 and the black is

1.The corner sites are defined as B si tes , others A
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sites.In Fig.1 (b), the f inding probabilit ies of Al

atoms sitt ing at B sites are near 1 , while those sit ting
at A sites are near 0.In Fig.1(c), the finding prob-
abilit ies of Al atoms at B sites are alw ay s higher than

that at A sites , yet their values may be far low er than
1.We call the ordered phases satisfying this type

structure nonstoichiometric ordered phases.

Fig.1.　The structure of equilibrium γ′phase(a), its projection on

[ 001] orientation(b)and nonstoichiomet ric γ′ordered phase(c).

Fig .2(a ～ d)show s the mo rphological evolution
of the Ni75Al10V15 alloy at different time steps with

the γ′(Ni3Al)phase as a main object.

The simulation results w ith t=600 are present-
ed in Fig.2(a).It can be seen that there exist com-
position fluctuations in the disordered matrix , and
some small L12 ordered phases appear at some si tes

w ith a higher occupation probabili ty of Al atom.The

L12 ordered domains could be identified by the sites

arranged in a square lat tice consistent w ith the projec-
tion of the cubic L12 phase show n in Fig.1.Howev-
er , the occupation probabilities of Al atoms at B sites

are much low er than 1 , so we consider they could be

nonstoichiometric ordered phases.

As shown in Fig.2(b), at t=800 , the γ′par-
ticles are randomly dist ributed and its number is in-
creasing.The interfaces between the o rdered and dis-
ordered phases are diffusing wi th about 3-latt ice sites'
w idth , which is different f rom the sharp interface

model in classical nucleation theory.Meanwhile , the
occupation probabili ties of Al atoms at B si tes become

higher.

In Fig.2(c), at t =1200 , the size of γ′part i-
cles is still increasing , the occupation probabilities of

Al atoms at B sites become higher , the interface

w idth becomes narrower to about 2 sites w idth.In
Fig.2(d), at t=3500 , the γ′particle becomes big-
ger , the order deg ree becomes higher , and interface

w idth becomes narrower to about 1 si te w idth.It can
be also found that tw o particles are linked by an an-
tiphase domain boundary which is indicated by an

arrow .

Fig.2.　The temporal evolution of the atomic pictu res at 1046.5K for ternary Ni75Al10V 15 alloy w hen γ′is a main object observed.

(a)t=600;(b) t=800;(c)t=1200;(d)t =3500.

　　The γ′ordered phases obtained in this paper are

nearly equiaxed particles , which are different f rom

the cuboidal shape observed in many experimental

studies[ 11 ～ 13] .That is because our w ork focuses

mainly on the very early stage , the interfacial energy
plays a dominant role , and the elastic strain energy is

relatively small and has been neglected in simulation.
So , in order to reduce the interfacial energy and in-
crease the phase transformat ion driving force , γ′
g row s as spheres.Meanwhile , because the γ′phase

precipitates very fast , the t ransient ini tial spherical

shape can hardly be observed in experiment , and usu-
ally the cuboidal particles at late stage can be found.

From above atomic pictures , it seems that the γ′

ordered phase precipitates by a non-classical nucle-
ation mechanism.Yet i t is not suf ficient to explo re

the precipitation mechanism only f rom the phase' s
morphology.So , we calculated the composition o rder

(c.o)parameters and long range order (l.r.o)pa-
rameters of a γ′nucleus to discuss it s precipitat ion

mechanism further.

The c.o parameter can be obtained by calculating

the average value of the occupation probabilities of

nine si tes including one given si te and its eight nearest

and sub-nearest lattice sites.The l.r.o parameter of

L12 st ructure can also be obtained through the follow-
ing expression:
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η(i , j)=
P(i , j)-C(i , j)

C(i , j)×cos((i +j)π)
, (6)

in w hich η(i , j)is the l.r.o parameter of the (i , j)
site , P(i , j)the occupation probability of the (i , j)
site , C(i , j)is its c.o parameter.

The composi tion and long-range order parameter
profiles across a γ′nucleus are plot ted in Fig.3 (a)
and(b)respectively.Here t is the time step , which
represents the aging time.

Fig.3.　Composition order parameter prof iles(a)and long-range order parameter profiles(b)across the ordered γ′phase at diff erent

t ime steps.

　　In Fig.3 (a)and (b), i t is found that at the

same time step , both of the c.o parameters and the l.
r.o parameters have the maximum values at the cen-
ter of a nucleus and the minimum values at the phase

boundaries.There is a spatial distance scale in compo-
sition and o rder degree at boundaries , so the inter-
faces are diffusive.With the increasing aging time ,
the c.o parameters increase at center and decrease at

boundaries , showing that the composition of the new

phase becomes higher and higher , and the phase

boundaries become narrow er and narrow er.With the

increasing aging time , the l.r.o parameters of centers
and boundaries increase simultaneously , showing that

the o rder degree increases in the w hole system.

There is an unusual phenomenon that the c.o pa-
rameters of the nucleus at center w ith t =600 are

higher than that of the 800th time step.That is be-
cause certain noise terms are added to the initial ma-
trix within the earlier 500 time steps to stimulate

phase transformation.During this stage , composition
fluctuations are higher , so the c.o parameters are

higher too.When the noise term is removed , the c.o
parameters decrease first and then increase.

At the 600th , 800th and 900th time steps , the
tw o kinds of parameters are low er and do not reach

their equilibrium values (0.223 for the composition

and 1 for the long-range o rder parameter).At

t=1200 , the long-range order parameter reaches its

equilibrium value , while the composition does no t.
Therefore the production is nonstoichiometric ordered

phase at this time step.Nonstoichiometric γ′ordered
phase is the L12 ordered phase w hose composi tion is

below that of equilibrium value.It is not a thermody-
namic metastable phase.At t=2000 , both the com-
posi tion and long-range o rder parameter reach thei r e-
quilibrium values , so the stoichiometric ordered phase
is fo rmed.In the subsequent stages , the maximum of

the composi tion and long-range order parameter no

longer change , but their widths ex tend , which co rre-
sponds to the g row th stage of γ′phase.

According to the classical nucleation theory , at
the center of a new phase nucleus , the composit ion

should reach i ts equilibrium value , and there is a sud-
den composi tion decrease f rom center to boundary ,
which is called sharp interface model.In this paper ,
the new phase nuclei begin w ith a relatively low com-
posi tion and do no t reach the equilibrium value until

the 2000th time step.Moreover , the interfaces be-
tw een the two phases are diffusive.So , it can be con-
cluded that the γ′phase is precipi tated by a non-clas-
sical nucleation mechanism.

2.2　Precipitation behavior of θphase

The equilibrium DO22 ordered structure diagram ,
its projection on [ 001] and its nonstoichiometric

one' s projection on [ 001] , are show n in Fig .4(a)～
(c).The circle' s gray level represents the occupat ion

probability of V atoms , the w hite is 0 and the black is

1.The si tes at the corner and the crossing of the tw o

central lines are defined as B sites , others A sites.In
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Fig.4 (b), the finding probabilities of V atoms sit-
ting at B sites are near 1 , while si tting at A sites are

near 0.In Fig.4(c), the f inding probabilities of V

atoms at B sites are alw ays higher than that at A

sites , yet their values may be far low er than 1.We

call the o rdered phases satisfying this type st ructure

nonstoichiometric ordered phases.

Fig.4.　The sructure of equilib rium θphase(a), it s projection on

[ 001] orientation(b)and projection of nonstoichiomet ricθordered
phase on [ 001] orientat ion(c).

Fig.5 (a ～ d)show s the morphological evolution
of the Ni75Al10V15 alloy at different time steps with

the θ(Ni3V)phase mainly examined.

The simulation results w ith t=600 are given in

Fig.5(a).The γ′phase already appeared , and near

their phase boundaries the occupation probabilities of

V atoms are higher.In Fig.5(b), at t=800 , the V
atoms begin to seg regate at the γ′phase boundaries.

In Fig .5 (c), at t =1200 , notice that another or-
dered phase begins to appear , in w hich the V atoms

are arranged in a hexagonal fashion (it is not t ruly

hexagonal since not all sides have the equal leng th),
consistent w ith the pro jection of the DO22 st ructure as

show n in Fig.4.These DO22 domains could be the

θ(Ni3V)phase.In Fig .5 (d), at t =10000 , many

DO22 domains appear , the occupat ion probabilities of

V atoms at B sites are lower than 1 , and the occupa-
tion probabilities of V atoms at A sites are heteroge-
neous , which satisfies the def inition of nonstoi-
chiometric o rdered phases.So w e consider that they

could be nonstoichiometric θordered phases.

We also found that DO22 o rdered domains existed

in tw o orientations in accordance wi th their adjacent

γ′phase boundaries:a horizontal one and a vertical

one.The farther f rom the γ′phase boundaries , the
low er the order deg ree of θdomains is.Thus some

clusters of V atoms w ith DO22 ordered characterist ics

are formed in the relatively farther zones.

Poduri explored the reason why the L12 ordered

phase appeared earlier than the DO22 ordered phase

f rom the view of thermodynamic driving fo rce[ 15] .He
proposed that the init ial disordered matrix should be

absolutely unstable w ith respect to the L12 phase ,
and metastable to the DO22 phase in Ni75Al10V15.The
thermodynamic driving force transforming to L12
phase is st ronger than that t ransforming to DO22

phase.So γ′phase appeared before θdomains.Our
simulation results are consistent wi th his study .

Fig.5.　The temporal evolution of the atomic pictu res at 1046.5K for ternary Ni75Al10V 15 alloy w hen γ′is a main object observed.

(a)t=600;(b) t=800;(c)t=1200;(d) t=10000.

　　Ref.[ 16] reports that the pseudobinary Ni3Al-
Ni3V might be easily formed when the V element w as

added to the binary Ni-Al alloy.While in our study ,
the Ni3Al phases precipitate by a non-classical nucle-
ation mechanism , yet the Ni3V just formed w ith the

nonstoichiometric DO22 o rdered phases.The reason

needs to be explored further.We simulated the early

precipitation process of Ni75 Al9V16 , and found its

precipitation mechanism w as similar to Ni75Al10V15.
Compared to Ni75 Al9V16 , the width of interface in

Ni75Al10 V15 is w ider , which shows that wi th the

increase in Al atom content , the non-classical nucle-
ation characteristic becomes more obvious.

3　Conclusions

In this paper , the extended microscopic dif fuse
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form of a phase-f ield model for precipi tation process of
a ternary sy stem is introduced.The early stage of

Ni75Al10V15 aged at 1046.5 K was investigated using

computer simulations based on this model.Simulation
results show that:

(i)Any a priori assumption about a new phase

structure and precipi tation mechanism is unnecessary;
the microscopic dif fusion model can describe the

atomic ordering , composition clustering , and tw o or-
dered phase precipi tation simultaneously .

(ii)The γ′phases precipitate by a non-classical
nucleation mechanism.The sequences are:super sat-
uration solid solution ※ nonstoichiometric ordered

phases※stoichiometric ordered phases※g row th.

(iii)After the γ′phase has precipi tated , the V
atoms will seg regate at the γ′phase boundaries , and
g radually t ransfo rm to the nonstoichiometric θor-
dered phases.The farther is the locat ion f rom γ′
phase boundary , the low er the order degree of θ
phase.There exist tw o kinds of DO22 ordered do-
mains:horizontal one and vertical one , which are re-
lated to thei r adjacent γ′phase boundaries.
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